Abstract: By using non-normal channel to transfer the information, the covert channel brings great threats to network security on the one hand, but it provides an effective mechanism to transfer secret information and ensure information security on the other hand. In view of the present covert channel based on single protocol is easy to be detected by statistical rule, covert function not so good and unsuitable to transfer large amount of secret information, the hopping covert channel technique based on multi-protocol is presented in this paper. Firstly, the paper briefly introduces the covert channel technique and its current development, and then thoroughly analyzes the characteristics of each layer of the TCP/IP protocol; several implementation methods of covert channel based on single protocol are given. Finally, the design thought and key techniques of covert channel implementation based on protocol hopping are introduced in detail.
Introduction
Covert channel refers to a mechanism that the user of the system transfer information to another user in a manner that violates the system's security policy. It is an important branch of information hiding technique, and originally presented by Lampson. The definition of covert channel given by Lampson is: If a channel is neither designed for communication, nor for information transmission, then this channel could be called covert channel. Because the covert channel utilizes the resources that are not originally designed for communication, nor for information transmission to transfer data, it can successfully transfer secret information under the supervision of the system's security mechanisms. By using non-normal channel to transfer information, covert channel brings great threats to network security on the one hand, but it provides an effective mechanism to transfer secret information and ensure information security on the other hand.
Common network covert channels are built on the TCP/IP application layer, and the protocols that could be used to construct covert channel in this layer are many such as, Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), and Domain Name System (DNS). For example, Firepass is a tool to construct covert channel, the implementation principle of Firepass is by hiding the information into the valid HTTP POST request to penetrate firewall. However, because it only uses the HTTP POST request to hide information, and the users don't use that request frequently when they browse the web, so the Firepass is easy to be detected by Intrusion Detection System (IDS). RwwwShell was developed by THCs van Hauser using Perl language, this tool transfers the data by using the HTTP GET command, and the firewall would regard such data as valid information, but its disadvantages are the long response time and narrow covert channel bandwidth. Cooking channels allows user to use HTTP cookies to establish the covert channel, the disadvantage of this tool is also only use a single method to hiding information. Many famous hacking tools also use covert channel technique, for example, the famous DDOS tool TFN2K uses encrypted ICMP packets as the communication channel, another tool BO2K also provides the covert channel plug-in based on ICMP protocol, like Cooking channels, TFN2K and BO2K also use a single method of information hiding.
In view of the single protocol could establish covert communication channel between different hosts in the network, but it is easy to be detected by statistical method or by IDS, and the narrow covert channel bandwidth is not suitable for transferring large files, a hopping covert channel technique based on Multi-Protocol (HCC_MP) is presented in this paper. Starting with the covert channel construction methods based on single protocol such as TCP, HTTP, ICMP, etc, and then we research how to hop between multi covert channel construction methods. The network communication which adopt the HCC_MP technique looks like a normal one , so as to avoid the detection of the IDS.
2 Construction method of covert channel based on single protocol
Covert channel based on FTP protocol
The FTP protocol is the internet standard for file transmission, it runs on the TCP protocol with client/server (C/S) mode. In the command set of FTP, there is a kind of special commands called null command, including NOOP, ABOR, ALLO. ZOU Xi-guang proposed that those null commands, such as NOOP, ABOR, ALLO, can be used to encode covert information, that is to say, the covert channel can be constructed by sending special null command sequence to establish covert channel. For the number of null commands in the FTP protocol is a few, so the covert channel bandwidth is small.
Covert channel based on SMTP protocol
The SMTP runs on the TCP protocol, and mainly be used for e-mail transfer and provide relevant notification. There are 14 commands defined in SMTP protocol, among them, HELLO, MAILFROM, RCPTTO, DATA and QUIT are compulsively used, therefore, the covert channel can be constructed by those 5 commands in e-mail transfer. First, arbitrary 4 commands should be selected from HELO, MAILFROM, RCPTTO, DATA and QUIT commands, and 4 different 2bit codes are generated respectively with those 4 commands, so as to realize information hiding by using SMTP command. The receiver would not execute the prescribed responses of SMTP protocol after receiving those data packets, but to read the 2bit binary codes corresponding to each data packet according to coding table, and then get the hiding information by decryption.
Covert channel based on POP3 protocol
POP3 protocol is responsible for receiving e-mail content from the mail server. The covert channel construction method based on POP3 protocol similar to the method based on FTP protocol mentioned in 2.1 section. Firstly, select some most commonly used commands to form a command set, and then encode the commands in the set, each command corresponds to a code. The sender first translates the hiding information into the corresponding binary codes, then selects and sends the corresponding commands according to those codes. After receiving, the receiver restores the hiding information by parsing out the commands via table lookup.
Covert channel based on HTTP protocol
There are many covert channel construction methods based on HTTP protocol, for example, by using GET request URI or CGI to hiding information. The following describes the covert channel construction method based on HTTP request Cookie. According to the description in RFC 2109 "the name of the state information("cookie")is NAME, and its value is VALUE.(…) The VALUE is opaque to the user agent and may be anything the origin server chooses to send,(…) ", that is to say in HTTP protocol, Cookie can be defined by the users themselves, so the information can be hidden in the Cookie. The information hiding method of HTTP Set Cookie is that hiding the information in the Server-to-Client response header's Set Cookie domain. For example, when browses the shopping website, if frequently change the contents of shopping cart, different Set Cookie value will constantly send to client by server. Therefore it would not be regarded abnormal by IDS if frequently use the HTTP Set Cookie information hiding method.
Covert channel based on ICMP protocol
ICMP messages can be divided into two categories: Error reporting message and query message. The query messages are suitable to construct covert channel, because they appear in pairs. For example, the query messages-Echo request message (type 8) and Echo reply messages (type 0)-can be used to construct the covert channel (as shown in Figure 1) . Generally, the option data reflects the network's status (such as time delay, router's address, etc.), the sender first encode the data, then hide the codes in the ICMP messages' option data, and send the Echo request messages through disguising these codes as Ping commands. After receiving the messages, the host reads the hiding information from the option data, at the same time, changes the message type into type 0, refills the identifiers and sequence numbers, maintains the original option data, and sends back the reply message to the required end. 
The design of HCC_MP
The HCC_MP technique use for reference on the idea of Frequency Hopping communication (FH), FH refers to using pseudo-random code sequence to constitute hopping instructions to control the frequency synthesizer, and carries on selective Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) among multi-frequencies. Because both sides in FH have the same frequency hopping pattern, frequency hopping in practice can be as high as hundreds to thousands times per second, it is very hard for the third-party to steal the information through Synchronization Tracking, which makes the FH has become the preferred anti-jamming technique in tactical communication field. HCC_MP technique regards the different covert channel construction methods as different frequencies, according to pre-defined "hopping sequence" alternately switches the covert channel construction methods, and the network communication looks like a normal communication, so as to avoid the detection of the IDS.
If A wants to carry out a covert communication with B, both sides get the same hopping sequence via a secure channel firstly: 4, 5, 1, 3, 2, 3……3, as shown in Figure 2 . among those numbers, 1 stands for the covert channel construction method based on FTP protocol, 2 stands for SMTP protocol, 3 stands for POP3 protocol, 4 stands for HTTP protocol, and 5 stands for ICMP protocol.
When the communication starts, according to the hopping sequence, the first number 4 means A would use HTTP request Cookie to hide information, and the second number 5 means B would send back the hiding information by using ICMP protocol, and so on. There is a need to explain that the hopping sequence is randomly generated, it would use a new hopping sequence when carry out the next communication. 
Key problems
When using HCC_MP to carry out the communication, two problems need to be emphatically solved, they are data synchronization and error control. In view of the problem of data synchronization, by numbering each data packet, establish a reliable transmission mechanism similar to the TCP protocol. The number is placed in the first two bytes of each packet's data domain. After receiving the data packets, the receiver reorganizes the information according to the number of data packets, and determines whether the packets loss in the communication occurs or not. The sender defines a send variable called sendcount, after a data packet has sent, the value of sendcount would also be sent to the receiver and its value would automatically plus 1. The receiver defines a receive variable called receivecount, after a data packet has received, checks the values of sendcount and receivecount, if occurs packet loss occurs, the number of lost packet would be sent back to the sender to ask for resending.
In view of the problem of error control, a confirm-feedback mechanism is introduced. A cache is defined by the sender to record the data packets that have been sent, and the sender regularly sends the HASH value and the numbers of packets. The receiver would give a feedback according to the received content. If the received content is valid, a "right receivecount" packet would be sent back, "right" stands for the data packet is valid, and "receivecount" stands for the number of packet data, otherwise, a "wrong receivecount" would be sent back. After receiving the "right receivecount" packet, the cache would empty the corresponding cache immediately, or resend the corresponding data packet after receiving the "wrong receivecount" packet.
system implementation with WinPcap
The key of HCC_MP system implementation is to construct various covert channels that the data are embedded in the protocol headers; such covert channel need modify the packet header to hide information. Usually we use the SOCKET interface to transmit data, the data packet headers can not be modified by users because these headers are automatically filled by the operating system, and Raw Socket is restricted to use by window XP SP2, so the best way is to adopt WinPcap to provide the function of sending data packets. WinPcap is independent of the protocol stack and directly for the physical layer, allows the users to construct the data packet header by protocol format themselves, so the users can construct the data packets by modifying the bits where the hiding data are place in, the main flow chart of the system is shown in figure 3 .
The WinPcap have the characteristic of independent of protocol stack and can not fully control data sending, so we need to design a control channel to control data sending when adopt WinPcap for System synchronization. The control channel is called the upper control channel, the channel that used to send hiding information called the lower channel. The upper channel is mainly responsible for the transmission of connection request, message response, confirm, feedback, and key exchange information. The lower channel is mainly responsible for sending secret information. The establishment of upper channel means the applications can create a thread to manage the lower WinPcap channel. In this case, a needs to write the data into the cache, and encrypt it using AES before sending, and B prepares the key for decryption.
After having established the upper channel, A sends RECEIVE-COVERTMESSAGE instruction to B via upper channel, and B creates a monitor thread after receiving the instruction and sends back OK, then A transmit data to B after receiving OK via lower channel.
Conclusion
In view of the present covert channel based on single protocol is easy to be detected by statistical rule, poor covertness, and unsuitable for transferring large amount of secret information, the hopping covert channel technique based on multi-protocol is presented in this paper. The basic idea of HCC_MP is regarding the different covert channel construction methods as different frequencies, according to pre-defined "hopping sequence" alternately switches the covert channels, and the network communication looks like a normal communication, so as to avoid the detection of the IDS on one hand, and effectively reduce the probability of the unauthorized third party's interception on the other hand, so it is very suitable for the covert communication in network. Due to the limited time, the TCP/IP protocol family mentioned in this paper is based on IPV4, but not based on IPV6 which will be widely used in the future. In addition, we also need to evaluate the confidentiality of HCC_MP and the bandwidth of covert channel in the future work.
